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Credientials

BA and MA in Education, emphasis in
English Literature, University of
Montana
Family Sleep Institute Certified
Pediatric Sleep Consultant
Member International Association of
Child Sleep Consultants
SIDS Prevention Certification
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What is a Child Sleep Consultant?
A child sleep consultant is a personal coach for your child’s sleep
needs. When you are exhausted, it’s difficult to know what you can
do to help your child achieve the sleep they need. Parents end up
resorting to practices that might work in the short-term, but are
unsustainable in the long run. Instead of guessing how you can
best teach your infant or child healthy sleep skills, wondering if
you’re going about it in the most effective way, your sleep
consultant provides you with research-based effective methods
that will work.
Because every family is different, your sleep consultant will get to
know you through an intake form and through either a face-to-face
consultation or phone/video call consultation. It’s important that
your consultant understand your parenting philosophy around
sleep and your goals, so that you can be successful in teaching
this lifelong skill to your child. Your sleep consultant will then
develop a plan unique to your philosophy, your needs, and your
goals, and will coach you through the implementation of your
plan, making adjustments as necessary.
The personalized approach of a child sleep consultant is what
makes this resource unique; tailoring a method and a plan to your
baby or child will ensure results.
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SlumberBaby Philosophy
The SlumberBaby philosophy is three-fold: Customization, Collaboration,
Consistency:
Customization:
I believe that there is not one solution that fits every baby. I will get to know your baby’s unique challenges
when it comes to achieving solid sleep-skills. I take my time in learning what frustrations you have faced as
parents and develop a customized plan for us to work together.
Collaboration:
Not only do I work with parents and babies, but beyond that I am happy to communicate with child-care
providers, siblings, and grandparents. Approaching consistent sleep in a group-effort gets everyone on the
same page and increases our chances for success as soon as possible.
Consistency:
Once our plan is in place, it is vital to our success that everyone is consistent in applying it. At the root of my
philosophy, consistency allows for your baby to understand that there are times to play and times to sleep; we
will use predictability to our advantage as your baby learns sleep-cues from you; baby and parents will develop
a new and effective way of communicating that results in much less frustration for everyone.
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About Jenni

My own experience as a sleepless mother of a sleepless baby taught
me that being constantly exhausted is not a sustainable way to live.
Restorative sleep is the foundation for so many other facets of our
health and our children’s development. Successfully teaching my
daughter to sleep inspired a new path for me in an area where so
many families need extra help and prolonged support in order to
live their best, most healthy lives. Human development and holistic
health have always been interests of mine. My work as a teacher
over the last decade has enlightened me to the vast differences in
needs, learning styles, and strengths of all ages, and also makes
me confident in my ability to teach in a new way: to help families
learn strategies and skills to gently show their children how to sleep
restfully through their nights and naps.
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Testimonials
Jenni truly helped me get my life back. I was not being a good parent, employee, or student because of my lack of sleep. She
truly seemed to understand the struggle and her confidence and science backed knowledge was extremely comforting. She
assisted me in helping my child sleep while at the same time trusting my instincts. She has a gentle approach both for the well
being of the baby and the mama. –Lacey from Missoula, MT
I can’t say enough about Jenni….she was absolutely wonderful to work with! We will definitely hire her again with baby number
2, and again with our son if need be. Not only did she help us reach our sleep goals with our 20 month old, but she was always
there when we had questions, or needed extra support. Once you work with Jenni, you will quickly learn that she does not do
this job for the money, but just wants to help your baby become an amazing sleeper and encourage the parents along the way.
She was as excited as we were each day when we saw improvement! I am one of those moms who has read every book on
sleep and is pretty knowledgeable in the area. But after talking with her, I felt very confident in her knowledge and had a feeling
she would be very caring and supportive along the way – which she proved daily! I highly recommend Jenni, she is well worth
every penny you spend and having a baby sleep better is priceless!–Kelly, Aaron and Teagen
My three-year-old would not stay in her own bed or in her own room. As a result sometimes she slept with me or would sleep on
the floor next to our bed. Jenni gave us a plan, the logic to support the plan, and a fun way to do it so that it felt like our whole
family was pulling towards a goal. My daughter never felt punished, but was totally excited by her small successes along the
way. We are very happy! –Danielle and Travis, Missoula, MT
My nine-month old son went from sleeping in our bed to sleeping in his crib in his own room, which was exactly what we
wanted. It was a lot of work, emotionally, but Jenni helped us understand the various methods so we knew exactly what to
expect. She provided so much detail, research, and information. She paid attention to how each night went and gave us really
good feedback so we could progress the following night. She was sensitive to me as a mom and the emotional tugs involved,
which is really where I needed her the most. She never made me feel like it was wrong to struggle with this process, but she
also never made me feel bad for wanting him to be in his own room. She helped us reach our goals, it’s that simple, but she
also gave our family back our sleep! –Sarah, Missoula, MT
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Speaking and Events
Jenni is available for speaking to large or small groups or
presenting at conferences, schools, and expos. Topics might
include (but are not limited to):
What to Expect: Thinking about Sleep Before the Baby Arrives
Sleep and Learning: How Sleep Can Affect a Growing Brain
Sleep Stages and Ages: Adapting Sleep Methods as Your Child
Grows
The Science Behind Sleep (and Lack Of!)
Sleep Teaching Methods to Fit Your Parenting Style
Conquering Common Sleep Issues

To inquire further about speaking engagements or events, please
contact Jenni at:
jenni.slumberbaby@gmail.com or by calling 406-396-4610
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Banner

Ad Options
Rest assured that advertising on www.slumber-baby.com will
reach hundreds of parents each week as posts are updated, new
discounts are released, and the newsletter is published. Banner
ads are one way to be seen!

Banner Type

Rate (for 1 month)

Large Wide Top
728x90

$500

Large Square
300x250

$300

Small Square
150x150

$150

Add $75 to any of these rates to also have your ad published in
two issues of the bi-weekly SlumberBaby Newsletter.
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Contact and Social Media
Blog: www.slumber-baby.com/blog

Email: jenni.slumberbaby@gmail.com

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/slumberbaby1

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Slumber_Baby

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/slumberbaby/
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Q&A
What do your services entail? Most parents will sign up for a package that includes a unique sleep
plan and two weeks of follow-up with me. However, many first-time clients prefer to start with a
mini-consultation to see if there are any strategies they might try on their own. Still others find a lot
of help simply following my blog or subscribing to my newsletter. I try to meet parents where they
are and guide them to a service that can be uniquely tailored to their needs.
Why hire a sleep consultant? By the time most parents call me, they are beyond tired. They see a
solution other than to just keep doing what they are doing—which has become unsustainable for
either the parent or the child. They feel like they’ve read every book or blog out there and nothing is
working or helping. I step in and take a look at the big picture, develop a daily easy-to-follow plan
and coach parents through teaching their child how to sleep. Because of my background and my
knowledge of sleep science, I can usually pinpoint exactly what needs to change in order for these
parents to experience success, and sleep, for the first time in months!
When can parents expect to see results? It depends on the method they end up choosing for their
child. Some methods take as long as 2 weeks. With other methods, parents will see a change in the
first 3 nights.
Do you also coach parents through nap-sleep-training? Yes! Naps are part of the deal. They can
take a little longer to fall into place, but I always include a packet for parents as we end our
consultation to help them continue with their hard work. Often, once kids are sleeping well through
the night, their naps will also fall into place.
What do you offer parents who experience setbacks after they’ve worked for you? I provide a
packet for all parents—kind of a “what to expect” informational packet—that details challenges they
might soon face and what to do. I also offer a punch-card system for returning clients and an hourly
rate for phone calls or in-person meetings to discuss strategies for dealing with setbacks.
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Q&A
What ages do you work with? From birth (or before!) onward. I’ll even provide sleep consultations
for teenagers if need be. It’s so important to see if sleep is the issue before medicating kids who
are experiencing a wide variety of the symptoms that can signal exhaustion.
What if a consultation doesn’t work? I make adjustments to plans throughout a consultation with
parents; if I sense that something isn’t right—a method isn’t right for a child or the parents are
having a hard time sticking to the plan, I’ll adjust right away and go a different direction. If, after 14
days, there is still no progress, I will work with a family until we see success.
Are there any “no cry” sleep training methods? Usually, by the time I am hired children are so tired
that they are upset all day and all night. They are not thriving as well as they could. Unfortunately,
changing a routine at this point—which is what we do in order to help them develop better sleep
habits—can make babies even crankier. Sadly, I have yet to find a method that results in zero crying.
It turns out that there are methods that are slow and spread out that involve less consolidated
crying but more crying over the long term, and quick methods that involve more consolidated crying
and less crying over the long term. Parents just need to decide what is right for them and their
child. My job is to help them do it right so that they only do it once. The true cruelty is not doing
anything at all to help your baby sleep—that results in the most crying and the fewest health
benefits of all.
How do families who want to work with you get started? They can go to my website, www.slumberbaby.com or contact me directly at jenni.slumberbaby@gmail.com
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Media/Events
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